
I want to share with you why it’s not a good idea to enter a custom made ring in Edge as inventory. 

This is especially important if you have a fair amount of inventory. If your store does a LARGE amount of 
shop work (75+%) then you may not care about separating true custom/shop sales from real inventory 
sales. Still in that case the reason to enter custom in Edge using “Custom Intake” and not  entering as 
inventory or using the “Special Order” tab is Edge’s ability to track job location, due dates, supplier 
orders for parts, keep explicit notes. I’ll share that at the end. 

Another big reason not to enter custom as inventory has to do with your accounting, ESPECIALLY if you 
export into QuickBooks. Even if you don’t export and just manually enter sales and such in QuickBooks 
or hand it to the cpa your numbers will be wrong and you won’t be able to REALLY see how you’re 
doing. But if you do your business, pay all bills on time, have little debt, pay yourself well and the staff 
too then it’s a moot point, do it your way. 

The Edge has the best report on telling you how well you handle inventory, by price point and by 
category. I won’t explain their report, picture posted below, but inventory is the biggest investment by a 
jeweler and the biggest reason for poor cash flow and high amount of your debt. 

Forgetting memo, inventory is an investment that sits in the case. Custom work doesn’t sit in the case. 

Inventory sales require 100’s of thousands of investment dollars. Custom sales require less than $10,000 
in stock of findings/gold/melee or maybe none at all if sent out. 

The David Geller thought and most jewelers consider “Special Order” today as calling on the phone and 
ordering for one special customer an item that you don’t carry. Like calling Quality Gold and asking for 
27” chain because all you carry are 15”/18”/24”.  

This sale: 

a. Is made because the customer saw an item in stock and wanted it a bit different or a lot 
different. 

b. This sale came about because you “carry” 100 bridal rings and nothing in the case tickled their 
fancy and so you called one of YOUR stock suppliers or called a company you know to order it. 

c. I don’t care if the supplier took the item from their massive inventory or they manufactured one 
for you the sale came because out of $100,000 of stuff in your store you will sell them an item 
you don’t have in stock. 

d. You could not have made THIS sale without all of the stuff in the case. 
e. This special order sale was NOT MADE because you sat down and sketched and designed it in 

front of the customer (this is important). THIS example is a custom design sale, not a special 
order. You COULD HAVE MADE this custom sale without any case stuff; you’re a “designer” and 
have a pen and paper or a CAD program. 

Inventory in the case has to turn. Buy it in January and sell it by Christmas=a turn of 1. We are measuring 
how well your investment is doing and this is without any jeweler being involved.   



If you have 12 Benchmark wedding bands in a tray and sell 5 from the case in a year-not so happy. 
But if out of the 12 you sell 5 from the case and call Benchmark and special order 7 because of 
styles/ring sizes/color then if you add up the 5+7 you sold 12 out of a tray of 12 and that gives you a turn 
of “1” and you’ll have money and your investment in that tray is doing great. 

Your store’s goal should be a turn of “1” or better in a year for inventory in the case. 

BUT PUTTING A CUSTOM MADE WEDDING BAND INTO “WEDDING BAND” INVENTORY RUINS THESE 
NUMBERS. 

Why? Because turn on custom work is about 12-20 times a year, takes just 2-4 weeks 52 weeks. So 
adding in custom will ruin your number crunching to see how well you are doing in the Bridal-wedding 
band department. It will look like the bands you BUY are moving like hot cakes when in fact your stock 
sales could stink while the shop is doing great! 

But putting custom in as stock hurts shop numbers and makes the wedding band department looks like 
it’s doing great. It would look like your inventory management style is wonderful when it’s not. Like I say 
if you have very little inventory then do it your way. 

When you use the Edge’s (or any other POS program) inventory module it can tell you profits, turn, 
GMROI, what to reorder by style and such because it sold quickly (you don’t reorder custom-do you?) 
etc. It will tell you what vendors and their styles are doing great so when you go to a show to buy more 
stock the Edge will tell you what things to STOCK and by price point. 

Custom Design Sales: 

a. Ruins the stock sales numbers 
b. It will not help you one bit to know that you custom make more pink gold 7 diamond rings over 

12 diamond white gold rings. Why? Because your customer has had you MAKE it for them. 
Mixing this in with stock makes it difficult to know now what to buy for the showcase; you 
ruined the ability to ask intelligent questions. 

c. If you’re a member of Edge Retail Academy or Focus or B.I.G. it will ruin your numbers to 
compare to the rest of the group. 

d. Being you entered this as stock and if you have a shop now your shop numbers look 
unprofitable. 

Now I know many will say “If I didn’t have stock in the showcase I wouldn’t be able to custom make so 
many rings” 

True but still doesn’t change the fact we want to know how well you are handling your hundreds of 
thousands of dollars on stock and this procedure ruins it. If you have a bunch of rings in the case and 
consistently custom make rings from them and hardly sell one from the case, in the Edge you should 
change the stock “type” from Stock to Live Model.  This will take these rings that don’t sell out of your 
inventory numbers. It’s VERY similar to buying “brass & glass” rings set with CZ’s. 



Stock should still sell on its own separated from what custom sales might be. 

ADVANTAGES TO USING CUSTOM INTAKE TAB 

1. You can track job envelope location, due dates, move in Edge the job from one location to the 
other. 

2. If a customer left you an engagement ring to make a custom wedding band you can take a photo 
of her ring. 

3. By having locations in the Edge the sales staff doesn’t have to ask you or the office “Any word on 
Mrs. Smith’s wedding band order?” They can go to the Service tab and look for the customer 
and it will show the staff where the envelope is sitting. 

4. You can run reports to give to jewelers “these jobs are due soon” and to have the office staff 
check on parts coming in. 

5. Exporting to QuickBooks or manually entering custom sales shows up on your P&L not as 
inventory sales but as shop sales. 

6. You can tell the shops profitability easily. 

Below is a picture of how done properly you can see Inventory Sales separated from Shop Sales. 

Below that is Edge’s GMROI report (Shopkeeper has a similar one) showing you how well inventory is 
doing by price point. 

Hope this explains it for you. 

David Geller 
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